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Bring Out the Dog
Max Spaniel is chef at his own diner, where he serves up a variety of tasty meals.

Suryia and Roscoe
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For David Goggins, childhood was a nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and physical
abuse colored his days and haunted his nights. But through self-discipline, mental
toughness, and hard work, Goggins transformed himself from a depressed,
overweight young man with no future into a U.S. Armed Forces icon and one of the
world's top endurance athletes. The only man in history to complete elite training
as a Navy SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air Force Tactical Air Controller, he went on to
set records in numerous endurance events, inspiring Outside magazine to name
him The Fittest (Real) Man in America. In this curse-word-free edition of Can't Hurt
Me, he shares his astonishing life story and reveals that most of us tap into only
40% of our capabilities. Goggins calls this The 40% Rule, and his story illuminates a
path that anyone can follow to push past pain, demolish fear, and reach their full
potential.

Senior Chief Turbo
Joining a canine-assisted SEAL team for a special ops mission, Cadet Jack Walker is
shocked to learn that the team battles supernatural threats and is attempting to
stop an ancient cult's plot that is endangering the entire world. By the awardwinning author of Empire of Salt. 35,000 first printing.

The Reaper
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THE INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER No Ordinary Dog is the powerful true story of
a SEAL Team Operator and military dog handler, and the dog that saved his life.
Two dozen Navy SEALs descended on Osama bin Laden’s compound in May 2011.
After the mission, only one name was made public: Cairo, a Belgian Malinois and
military working dog. This is Cairo's story, and that of his handler, Will Chesney, a
SEAL Team Operator whose life would be irrevocably tied to Cairo's. Starting in
2008, when Will was introduced to the SEAL canine program, he and Cairo worked
side by side, depending on each other for survival on hundreds of critical
operations in the war on terrorism. But their bond transcended their service. Then,
in 2011, the call came: Pick up your dog and get back to Virginia. Now. What
followed were several weeks of training for a secret mission. It soon became clear
that this was no ordinary operation. Cairo was among the first members of the U.S.
military on the ground in Pakistan as part of Operation Neptune Spear, which
resulted in the successful elimination of bin Laden. As Cairo settled into a role as a
reliable “spare dog,” Will went back to his job as a DEVGRU operator, until a
grenade blast in 2013 left him with a brain injury and PTSD. Unable to participate
in further missions, he suffered from crippling migraines, chronic pain, memory
issues, and depression. Modern medicine provided only modest relief. Instead, it
was up to Cairo to save Will's life once more—and then up to Will to be there when
Cairo needed him the most.

U.S. Military Working Dog Training Handbook
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Two dozen Navy SEALs descended on Osama bin Laden’s compound in May 2011.
After the mission, only one name was made public: Cairo, a Belgian Malinois and
military working dog. Warrior Dog is the story of Cairo and his handler, Will
Chesney, a member of SEAL Team Six whose life would be irrevocably tied to
Cairo's, specially adapted for young readers from Chesney and Joe Layden's No
Ordinary Dog. Starting in 2008, when Will was introduced to the canine program,
he and Cairo worked side by side, depending on each other for survival on
hundreds of critical operations in the war on terrorism. But their bond went beyond
their military service. As Cairo aged and went on fewer missions, Will moved on to
other assignments, forced to slowly—and painfully—distance himself from the dog.
Then, in 2011, the call came: Pick up your dog and get back to Virginia. Now. Cairo
and Will trained for weeks for a secret mission, but it soon became clear that this
was no ordinary operation. Cairo was among the first members of the U.S. military
on the ground in Pakistan as part of Operation Neptune Spear, which resulted in
the successful elimination of bin Laden. As Cairo settled into a role as a reliable
“spare dog,” Will went back to his job—until a grenade blast in 2013 left him
severely injured. Unable to participate in further missions, he tried to recover,
medicine provided only modest relief. Instead, it was up to Cairo to save Will's life
once more—and then up to Will to be there when Cairo needed him the most.

War Dogs: Tales of Canine Heroism, History, and Love
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Military Working Dogs have played a vital role in the United States armed forces
throughout history. This book is a celebration of their contributions to our nation. In
Dogs Who Serve, New York Times bestselling author Lisa Rogak profiles these
heroic dogs and their handlers in the Army, Navy, Air Force, and even the Coast
Guard. She chronicles their path to service, from puppyhood to training, then
through their career in the field and on to retirement and adoption. And she
showcases them in vivid, full-color photographs that capture the devotion and
respect that these amazing canines, their devoted handlers, and fellow soldiers
share for one another. A tribute to America's Military Working Dogs, as well as
others serving around the globe, Dogs Who Serve is a heartwarming collection for
dog lovers everywhere.

Service
Before there was Max, there was Mike. A true story much like the touching movie,
Navy SEAL Dogs explores the incomparable relationship between trainer and
military dog. From the author of Team Dog, Trident K9 Warriors gave readers an
inside look at the Navy SEAL teams' elite K9 warriors-who they are, how they are
trained, and the extreme missions they undertake to save lives. From detecting
explosives to eliminating the bad guys, these powerful dogs are also some of the
smartest and highest skilled working animals on the planet. Mike Ritland's job is to
train them. This special edition re-telling presents the dramatic tale of how Ritland
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discovered his passion and grew up to become the trainer of the nation's most elite
military working dogs. Ritland was a smaller-than-average kid who was often
picked-on at school-which led him to spend more time with dogs at a young age.
After graduating BUD/S training-the toughest military training in the world-to
become a SEAL, he was on combat deployment in Iraq when he saw a military
working dog in action and instantly knew he'd found his true calling. Ritland started
his own company to train and supply working and protection dogs for the U.S.
Government, Department of Defense, and other clients. He also started the Warrior
Dog Foundation to help retired Special Operations dogs live long and happy lives
after their service. Navy SEAL Dogs is the true story of how Mike Ritland grew from
a skinny, bullied child, to a member of our nation's most elite SEAL Teams, to the
trainer of the world's most highly skilled K9 warriors.

Trident K9 Warriors
Marcus Luttrell, author of the #1 bestseller Lone Survivor, share war stories about
true American heroism from himself and other soldiers who bravely fought
alongside him. Navy SEAL Marcus Luttrell returned from his star-crossed mission in
Afghanistan with his bones shattered and his heart broken. So many had given
their lives to save him -- and he would have readily done the same for them. As he
recuperated, he wondered why he and others, from America's founding to today,
had been willing to sacrifice everything-including themselves-for the sake of
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family, nation, and freedom. In Service, we follow Marcus Luttrell to Iraq, where he
returns to the battlefield as a member of SEAL Team 5 to help take on the most
dangerous city in the world: Ramadi, the capital of war-torn Al Anbar Province.
There, in six months of high-intensity urban combat, he would be part of what has
been called the greatest victory in the history of U.S. Special Operations forces. We
also return to Afghanistan and Operation Redwing, where Luttrell offers powerful
new details about his miraculous rescue. Throughout, he reflects on what it really
means to take on a higher calling, about the men he's seen lose their lives for their
country, and the legacy of those who came and bled before. A thrilling war story,
Service is also a profoundly moving tribute to the warrior brotherhood, to the belief
that nobody goes it alone, and no one will be left behind.

Lone Survivor
This special young reader's edition of the adult title "Trident K9 Warriors" presents
the dramatic tale of how Ritland discovered his passion and grew up to become the
trainer of the nation's most elite military working dogs. Photo insert.

SEAL Team 666
The New York Times bestselling author of Secret Service Dogs and Soldier Dogs
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delivers the incredible, true story of K-9 Marine hero Lucca, and the handlers who
fought alongside her through two bloody wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. "Maria
Goodavage knocks it out of the park in this fast paced, spell binding page turner"
--John W. Pilley, co-author of Chaser: Unlocking the Genius of the Dog Who Knows a
Thousand Words Maria Goodavage takes readers into the life of Lucca K458, a
decorated and highly skilled military working dog. An extraordinary bond develops
between Lucca and Marine Corps dog handlers Chris Willingham and Juan
Rodriguez, in what would become a legendary 400-mission career. A specialized
search dog, Lucca belongs to an elite group trained to work off-leash at long
distances from her handler to sniff out deadly explosives. She served alongside
both Special Forces and regular infantry, and became so sought-after that platoons
frequently requested her by name. Here, in gritty detail, is the gripping account of
Lucca's adventures on and off the battlefields, including tense, lifesaving
explosives finds and rooftop firefights, as well as the bravery of fellow handlers and
dogs they served with. Ultimately we see how the bond between Lucca and her
handlers overcame the endless brutalities of war and the traumas such violence
can inflict. Top Dog is a portrait of modern warfare with a heartwarming and
inspiring conclusion that will touch dog lovers and the toughest military readers.

Best in Show
Preorder REAPER: GHOST TARGET now, Nick Irving's debut thriller that Brad Thor
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calls "one hell of a read"! The Instant New York Times Bestseller by Co-Star of Fox's
American Grit and Legendary Ranger Nick Irving Groundbreaking, thrilling and
revealing, The Reaper is the astonishing memoir of Special Operations Direct
Action Sniper Nicholas Irving, the 3rd Ranger Battalion's deadliest sniper with 33
confirmed kills, though his remarkable career total, including probables, is
unknown. Irving shares the true story of his extraordinary military career, including
his deployment to Afghanistan in the summer of 2009, when he set another record,
this time for enemy kills on a single deployment. His teammates and chain of
command labeled him "The Reaper," and his actions on the battlefield became the
stuff of legend, culminating in an extraordinary face-off against an enemy sniper
known simply as The Chechnian. Irving's astonishing first-person account of his
development into an expert assassin offers a fascinating and extremely rare view
of special operations combat missions through the eyes of a Ranger sniper during
the Global War on Terrorism. From the brotherhood and sacrifice of teammates in
battle to the cold reality of taking a life to protect another, no other book dives so
deep inside the life of an Army sniper on point.

Soldier Dogs
In this first book of a new illustrated middle grade series by a #1 New York Times
bestselling author, Marc learns to become a Warrior Kid after his uncle Jake, a Navy
SEAL, comes to stay for the summer.
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Hero Military Dogs
The untold story of the most important rescue mission not just of the Vietnam War,
but the entire Cold War: one American aviator, who knew our most important
secrets, crashed behind enemy lines and risked capture by both the North
Vietnamese and the Soviets. One Navy SEAL and his Vietnamese partner had to
sneak past them all to save him. At the height of the Vietnam War, few American
airmen are more valuable than Lt. Colonel Gene Hambleton. His memory is filled
with highly classified information that the Soviets and North Vietnamese badly
want. When Hambleton is shot down in the midst of North Vietnam's Easter
Offensive, US forces place the entire war on hold to save a single man hiding
amongst 30,000 enemy troops and tanks. Airborne rescue missions fail, killing
eleven Americans. Finally, Navy SEAL Thomas Norris andhis Vietnamese guide,
Nguyen Van Kiet, volunteer to go after him on foot. Gliding past hundreds of
enemy soldiers, it takes them days to reach Hambleton, who, guided toward his
rescuers via improvised radio code, is barely alive, deeply malnourished, and
hallucinating after eleven days on the run. In this deeply-researched, untold story,
award-winning author Stephan Talty describes the extraordinary mission that led
Hambleton to safety. Drawing from dozens of interviews and access to unpublished
papers,Saving Bravo is the riveting story of one of the greatest rescue missions in
the history of the Special Forces.
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Seal Team 13
Kelle James ran away from an abusive home at the age of fifteen to the best place
she could think of. New York City. She was going to be a model, rich, famous, and
she was going to find people who treated her right. She had no idea what was in
store for her and within three days she was homeless and broke. What follows is
her exceptional story of trying to make it on her own with nothing to her name and
no one to trust. She endures a string of people, mostly men, who take advantage
of her youth and beauty, many disappointments and rejections, and the most
famous murder trial of the 1970s. This is the story of a girl losing herself before
finding her way in the city that never sleeps.

No Ordinary Dog
In June 2005 four US Navy SEALs left their base in Afghanistan for the Pakistani
border. Their mission was to capture or kill a notorious al-Qaeda leader known to
be ensconced in a Taliban stronghold surrounded by a small but heavily armed
force. Less than twenty-four hours later, only one of those Navy SEALs was alive.
This is the story of team leader Marcus Luttrell, the sole survivor of Operation
Redwing. Blasted unconscious by a rocket grenade, blown over a cliff, but still
armed and still breathing, Luttrell endured four desperate days fighting the alPage 11/32
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Qaeda assassins sent to kill him, before finding unlikely sanctuary with a Pashtun
tribe who risked everything to protect him from the circling Taliban killers.

Transformed
What four-legged soldiers fight beside our troops? Military dogs! They can sniff out
enemies and find dangerous weapons. These dogs are hardworking members of
the military. Learn all about what these amazing animals can do!

Staring Down the Wolf
What are the odds? Statistics tell us that African American males who grow up in a
single-parent household are nine times more likely to drop out of high school and
twenty times more likely to end up in prison than any other demographic. But what
would it take for one young man not only to rise above those statistics but also
become a Navy SEAL, actor, entrepreneur, writer, and successful husband and
father? In Transformed, Remi Adeleke takes you back to stories from his childhood,
from living as Nigerian royalty to losing his father early in life and being stripped
financially of everything by the Nigerian government. He delves into being raised
by a single mother in the Bronx and doesn’t shy away from his illegal activities as a
young man that threatened to derail his future. At every turn, including throughout
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his naval career, Adeleke found a way to overcome the odds, even when it didn’t
make sense. His is an inspiring story of true personal transformation.

Warrior Dog (Young Readers Edition)
A collection of seventeen wonderful short stories showing that two-time Oscar
winner Tom Hanks is as talented a writer as he is an actor. A gentle Eastern
European immigrant arrives in New York City after his family and his life have been
torn apart by his country's civil war. A man who loves to bowl rolls a perfect
game--and then another and then another and then many more in a row until he
winds up ESPN's newest celebrity, and he must decide if the combination of
perfection and celebrity has ruined the thing he loves. An eccentric billionaire and
his faithful executive assistant venture into America looking for acquisitions and
discover a down and out motel, romance, and a bit of real life. These are just some
of the tales Tom Hanks tells in this first collection of his short stories. They are
surprising, intelligent, heartwarming, and, for the millions and millions of Tom
Hanks fans, an absolute must-have!

Warrior Princess
Max Spaniel outperforms all of the other entrants in a dog show.
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Smile for the Camera
US members of state are protected by service dogs and their handlers. Secret
Service Dogs shines a spotlight on some of these canine heroes, from Hurricane, a
Belgian Malinois with four titanium teeth, to Roadee, a little terrier mix with a big
attitude. It's a must-read for dog lovers and anyone who wants a behind-thescenes look at one of the most captivating programs of the United States Secret
Service.

Craig & Fred
"It's been ten years since a mysterious incident in the South China Sea annihilated
a US Navy destroyer and its Navy SEAL team. Only one man survived this horrific
tragedy. Now, as more of these strange, supernatural events are happening
around the world--with deadly consequences--the US Navy calls on sole survivor
Harold 'Hawk' Masters to put a stop to the evil forces behind these crimes. Masters
reluctantly returns, dispatched to lead an elite team of soldiers like him--all
survivors of the terrifying, evil deeds of 'the other side.' As these frightening events
escalate at an alarming rate, SEAL Team 13 is put to the test, battling malevolent
undead creatures that threaten the security of the nation--and the world. But not
everyone supports the government's new interest in facing off against the
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unnatural forces that threaten the welfare of its citizens. Could Hawk Masters'
secret military force also be forced to fight shadowy opponents from within?"--from
publisher's description.

Secret Service Dogs
As Seen on "60 Minutes"! As a Navy SEAL during a combat deployment in Iraq,
Mike Ritland saw a military working dog in action and instantly knew he'd found his
true calling. Ritland started his own company training and supplying dogs for the
SEAL teams, U.S. Government, and Department of Defense. He knew that fewer
than 1 percent of all working dogs had what it takes to contribute to the success of
our nation's elite combat units, and began searching the globe for animals who fit
this specific profile. These specialized canines had to pass rigorous selection tests
before their serious training could begin. The results were a revelation: highly
trained working dogs capable of handling both detection and apprehension work in
the most extreme environments and the tensest of battlefield conditions. Though
fiercely aggressive and athletic, these dogs develop a close bond with the handlers
they work side by side with and the other team members. Truly integrating
themselves into their units, these K9 warriors are much like their human
counterparts—unwavering in their devotion to duty, strong enough and tough
enough to take it to the enemy through pain, injury, or fear. For the first time ever,
the New York Times bestseller Trident K9 Warriors gives readers an inside look at
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these elite canines—who they are, how they are trained, and the extreme missions
they undertake saving countless lives, asking for little in the way of reward. From
detecting explosives to eliminating the bad guys, these powerful dogs are also
some of the smartest and most highly skilled working animals on the planet.

Navy SEAL Dogs
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER “A great bookit’s f*cking
riveting!” —Joe Rogan “A rare gut-punch writer, full of grit and insight, who we will
be happily reading for years to come.” —Gregg Hurwitz, New York Times
bestselling author of the Orphan X series In this third high-octane thriller in the
“seriously good” (Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author) Terminal List
series, former Navy SEAL James Reece must infiltrate the Russian mafia and turn
the hunters into the hunted. Deep in the wilds of Siberia, a woman is on the run,
pursued by a man harboring secrets—a man intent on killing her. A traitorous CIA
officer has found refuge with the Russian mafia with designs on ensuring a certain
former Navy SEAL sniper is put in the ground. Half a world away, James Reece is
recovering from brain surgery in the Montana wilderness, slowly putting his life
back together with the help of investigative journalist Katie Buranek and his
longtime friend and SEAL teammate Raife Hastings. Unbeknownst to them, the
Russian mafia has set their sights on Reece in a deadly game of cat and mouse. In
his most visceral and heart-pounding thriller yet, Jack Carr explores the darkest
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instincts of humanity through the eyes of a man who has seen both the best and
the worst of it.

Navy SEAL Dogs
A leadership book by former Navy SEAL and New York Times bestselling author
Mark Divine, Staring Down the Wolf focuses on harnessing the principles of
purpose and discipline in life to achieve success. What does it take to command a
team of elite individuals? It requires a commitment to seven key principles:
Courage, Trust, Respect, Growth, Excellence, Resiliency, and Alignment. All of
these are present in an elite team which commits to them deeply in order to forge
the character worthy of uncommon success. Retired Navy SEAL Commander,
entrepreneur and New York Times bestselling author Mark Divine (founder of
SEALFIT, NavySeal.com, and Unbeatable Mind) reveals what makes the culture of
an elite team, and how to get your own team to commit to serve at an elite level.
Using principles he learned on the battlefield, training SEALs, and in his own
entrepreneurial and growth company ventures, Mark knows what it is to lead elite
teams, and how easily the team can fail by breaching these commitments. Elite
teams challenge themselves to step up everyday to do the uncommon. Developing
the principles yourself and aligning your team around these commitments will
allow you to thrive in VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity, ambiguity)
environments, no matter your background or leadership experience. Drawing from
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his twenty years leading SEALs, and twenty five years of success and failure in
entrepreneurship and ten years coaching corporate clients, Mark Divine shares a
very unique perspective that will allow you to unlock the tremendous power of your
team. “Mark Divine has a gift for creating highly effective dynamic teams. Mark
interleaves key aspects of leadership, mental toughness, resiliency and cultivating
higher plains of existence into a foundational concept of being an authentic
‘Leader of leaders.’ This book is indispensable for anyone looking to lead, build and
foster an elite culture.” –Mike Magaraci, retired Force Master Chief of Naval Special
Warfare “From his time as a Commander in the SEAL Teams to building several
successful multimillion dollar businesses, Mark Divine is an authority on building
elite teams and leaders capable of tapping their fullest potential.” –David Goggins,
Retired Navy SEAL, author of New York Times Bestseller Can’t Hurt Me "To grow to
your fullest capacity in your life and as a leader, we need to challenge ourselves.
There’s no one I know who’s challenged himself more than Mark Divine. He’s the
perfect visionary to help get you out of your comfort zone and shattering the
status quo.” –Joe De Sena, Founder and CEO of Spartan

Saving Bravo
The #1 New York Times bestselling memoir of U.S. Navy Seal Chris Kyle, and the
source for Clint Eastwood’s blockbuster movie which was nominated for six
academy awards, including best picture. From 1999 to 2009, U.S. Navy SEAL Chris
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Kyle recorded the most career sniper kills in United States military history. His
fellow American warriors, whom he protected with deadly precision from rooftops
and stealth positions during the Iraq War, called him “The Legend”; meanwhile, the
enemy feared him so much they named him al-Shaitan (“the devil”) and placed a
bounty on his head. Kyle, who was tragically killed in 2013, writes honestly about
the pain of war—including the deaths of two close SEAL teammates—and in
moving first-person passages throughout, his wife, Taya, speaks openly about the
strains of war on their family, as well as on Chris. Gripping and unforgettable,
Kyle’s masterful account of his extraordinary battlefield experiences ranks as one
of the great war memoirs of all time.

I Am a SEAL Team Six Warrior
Senior Chief Turbo, Memoir of a Navy SEAL K-9 recounts the life of a military
working dog named Turbo, from his birth in Holland and participation in Dutch
police dog (KNPV) trials, to training with a Navy SEAL dog handler and joining him
for two combat deployments to Afghanistan. Written from a dog's unique
perspective, and based on actual, first-hand accounts of a SEAL handler-dog team,
Senior Chief Turbo illustrates the bonds of loyalty and friendship that drive all
warriors.
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Make Your Bed
The inspiring #1 New York Times bestseller that "should be read by every leader in
America." (Wall Street Journal) "Powerful." --USA Today "Full of captivating
personal anecdotes from inside the national security vault." --Washington Post
"Superb, smart, and succinct." --Forbes BASED ON THE INCREDIBLE GRADUATION
SPEECH WITH OVER 14 MILLION VIEWS ON YOUTUBE If you want to change the
world, start off by making your bed. On May 17, 2014, Admiral William H. McRaven
addressed the graduating class of the University of Texas at Austin on their
Commencement day. Taking inspiration from the university's slogan, "What starts
here changes the world," he shared the ten principles he learned during Navy Seal
training that helped him overcome challenges not only in his training and long
Naval career, but also throughout his life; and he explained how anyone can use
these basic lessons to change themselves-and the world-for the better. Admiral
McRaven's original speech went viral with over 10 million views. Building on the
core tenets laid out in his speech, McRaven now recounts tales from his own life
and from those of people he encountered during his military service who dealt with
hardship and made tough decisions with determination, compassion, honor, and
courage. Told with great humility and optimism, this timeless book provides simple
wisdom, practical advice, and words of encouragement that will inspire readers to
achieve more, even in life's darkest moments.
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SEAL Of My Dreams
Recounts the story of how the author overcame a tough and abusive childhood to
fulfill his dream of joining the exciting and dangerous world of the Navy SEALs by
becoming a Special Forces sniper. By the authors of SEAL Team Six. Original.

Way of the Warrior Kid
BEFORE HE COULD FORGE A BAND OF ELITE WARRIORS HE HAD TO BECOME ONE
HIMSELF. Brandon Webb's experiences in the world's most elite sniper corps are
the stuff of legend. From his grueling years of training in Naval Special Operations
to his combat tours in the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan, The Making of a Navy
SEAL provides a rare and riveting look at the inner workings of the U.S. military
through the eyes of a covert operations specialist. Yet it is Webb's distinguished
second career as a lead instructor for the shadowy "sniper cell" and Course
Manager of the Navy SEAL Sniper Program that trained some of America's finest
and deadliest warriors—including Marcus Luttrell and Chris Kyle—that makes his
story so compelling. Luttrell credits Webb's training with his own survival during
the ill-fated 2005 Operation Redwing in Afghanistan. Kyle went on to become the
U.S. military's top marksman, with more than 150 confirmed kills. From a candid
chronicle of his student days, going through the sniper course himself, to his hairPage 21/32
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raising close calls with Taliban and al Qaeda forces in the northern Afghanistan
wilderness, to his vivid account of designing new sniper standards and training
some of the most accomplished snipers of the twenty-first century, Webb provides
a rare look at the making of the Special Operations warriors who are at the
forefront of today's military. Explosive, revealing, and intelligent, The Making of a
Navy SEAL provides a uniquely personal glimpse into one of the most challenging
and secretive military training courses in the world.

Dogs Who Serve
Following the success of his #1 New York Times bestseller Make Your Bed, which
has sold over one million copies, Admiral William H. McRaven is back with amazing
stories of bravery and heroism during his career as a Navy SEAL and commander
of America's Special Operations Forces. Admiral William H. McRaven is a part of
American military history, having been involved in some of the most famous
missions in recent memory, including the capture of Saddam Hussein, the rescue
of Captain Richard Phillips, and the raid to kill Osama bin Laden. Sea Stories begins
in 1963 at a French Officers' Club in France, where Allied officers and their wives
gathered to have drinks and tell stories about their adventures during World War IIthe place where a young Bill McRaven learned the value of a good story. Sea
Stories is an unforgettable look back on one man's incredible life, from childhood
days sneaking into high-security military sites to a day job of hunting terrorists and
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rescuing hostages. Action-packed, humorous, and full of valuable life lessons like
those exemplified in McRaven's bestselling Make Your Bed, Sea Stories is a
remarkable memoir from one of America's most accomplished leaders.

Team Dog
Explores the work and significance of military dogs, sharing uplifting stories about
noteworthy canines, their training, and heroic accomplishments as well as the
lasting bonds they have formed with their soldier companions.

American Sniper
The uplifting and unforgettable true story of a US Marine, the stray dog he met on
an Afghan battlefield, and how they saved each other and now travel America
together, "spreading the message of stubborn positivity." In 2010, Sergeant Craig
Grossi was doing intelligence work for Marine RECON—the most elite fighters in the
Corps—in a remote part of Afghanistan. While on patrol, he spotted a young dog
"with a big goofy head and little legs" who didn’t seem vicious or run in a pack like
most strays they’d encountered. After eating a piece of beef jerky Craig
offered—against military regulations—the dog began to follow him. "Looks like you
made a friend," another Marine yelled. Grossi heard, "Looks like a 'Fred.'" The
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name stuck, and a beautiful, life-changing friendship was forged. Fred not only
stole Craig’s heart; he won over the RECON fighters, who helped Craig smuggle the
dog into heavily fortified Camp Leatherneck in a duffel bag—risking jail and Fred’s
life. With the help of a crew of DHL workers, a sympathetic vet, and a military dog
handler, Fred eventually made it to Craig’s family in Virginia. Months later, when
Craig returned to the U.S., it was Fred’s turn to save the wounded Marine from PostTraumatic Stress. Today, Craig and Fred are touching lives nationwide, from a
swampy campground in a Louisiana State Park to the streets of Portland, Oregon,
and everywhere in between. A poignant and inspiring tale of hope, resilience, and
optimism, with a timeless message at its heart—"it is not what happens to us that
matters, but how we respond to it"—Craig & Fred is a shining example of the
power of love to transform our hearts and our lives.

Top Dog
Based on a true story, an orangutan living at a wildlife preserve in South Carolina
forms an unlikely friendship with a lost dog who comes to live there.

Can't Hurt Me
In Team Dog, former Navy SEAL Mike Ritland uses years' of experience to explain
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the science behind gaining a dog's trust, and offers invaluable steps for how to
achieve any level of obedience. His unique approach uses entertaining examples
and anecdotes from his work with dogs on and off the battlefield and direct tips
from the Navy SEAL guidebook to teach dog owners how to choose the perfect dog
for their household, establish themselves as the team leader,' master 'command
and control,' and solidify their dog's position as the family's ultimate best friend.'

Funny Lunch
True heroes who will win your heart. Honor, duty, courage, passion . . . the men of
the Navy SEALs are a special breed of hero, and in these stories by eighteen top
romance authors the SEALs are celebrated not only as symbols of devoted service
to their country but as the kind of man every woman wants to love. They'll rescue
a damsel in distress and her lap dog, too. They'll battle hometown dramas and
international bad guys. When it comes to giving away their hearts, they'll risk
everything. All proceeds from sales of SEAL of My Dreams goes to the Veterans
Research Corporation, a non-profit fundraiser for veterans' medical research.
Among them, the authors of SEAL of My Dreams have won dozens of writing
awards including multiple RITAs from Romance Writers of America. Their nearly
600 published novels have sold at least 25 million copies worldwide. The SEAL of
My Dreams roster includes many of the best-known authors in modern romance
fiction. In addition, many have strong family connections to the servicemen and
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women of our nation's military, and many specialize in novels featuring heroes and
heroines from all branches of service. Visit the authors at sealofmydreams.com.

Sea Stories
A mesmerizing debut collection that reveals what it's like to be a member of an
elite special operations team, where missions take place behind night vision,
ancient credos, and layers of secrecy. Moving between settings at home and
abroad, in vivid language that reflects the wonder and discontent of war, Mackin
draws the reader into a series of surreal, unsettling, and deeply human episodes.
Told without a trace of bravado, and with a keen, Barry Hannah-like sense of the
absurd, Mackin manages to capture the tragedy and heroism, degradation and
exultation in the smallest details of war.

Savage Son
Matthew "Wolf" Steel hated flying commercial. Luckily his job as a Navy SEAL
meant he didn't have to do it very often. He'd been unlucky enough to be assigned
a middle seat on the cramped jet, but fortunately for him, the woman next to him
was willing to switch seats with him. Hoping for a relaxing flight, Wolf was
pleasantly surprised at the good conversation and sense of humor the woman had
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as they flew 36,000 feet over the countryside. When Caroline boarded the plane to
Virginia to move across the country for her new job she never expected to be
seated next to the hottest guy she'd ever seen. She also never expected he'd be so
easy to talk to. She knew he'd never be interested in talking to her if he hadn't
been trapped in the seat next to her, but it was a nice way to spend a long plane
ride. Neither Wolf nor Caroline were prepared for a terrorist hijacking of their plane,
but if Caroline thought that would be the last time she'd see, or need, Wolf, she'd
be sorely mistaken. **Protecting Caroline is a stand-alone love story. It's Book 1 in
the SEAL of Protection Series.** --- Read what others are saying about New York
Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Susan Stoker is the master of military
romantic suspense. She's my go-to author for sexy alpha hero and strong, sassy
heroines." Riley Edwards, USAT Bestselling Author "Riveting action and characters
you'll love!” Elle James, NYT Bestselling Author “If you love alpha heroes and nailbiting romantic suspense, then you can’t go wrong with Susan Stoker.” Sawyer
Bennett, NYT Bestselling Author “Nail biting suspense, heartwarming charm, and
downright sexy characters you can't help but fall in love with.” Lainey Reese, USA
Today Bestselling Author “Nobody does intense action better than Susan Stoker”
Desiree Holt, USAT Bestselling Author “Another winner! Sexy and action-packed,
what I’ve come to expect from Susan Stoker! Cristin Harber, NYT Bestselling Author
"Susan does romantic suspense right! Edge of my seat + smokin' hot = read ALL of
her books! Now.” Carly Phillips, NY Times Bestselling Author --- Read the entire
SEAL of Protection romance series! Protecting Caroline Protecting Alabama
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Protecting Fiona Marrying Caroline Protecting Summer Protecting Jesskya
Protecting Julie Protecting Melody Protecting the Future Protecting Kiera Protecting
Alabama's Kids Protecting Dakota Topics: contemporary romance, military
romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny
romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas romance, wealthy, USA
today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance,
mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan stoker,
susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement
romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times
romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing
books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series,
long series, long romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police
officer, policeman, cop romance, wealthy hero, firefighter, fireman, fireman
romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden
love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice,
single mother, Texas, Officer, enlisted, daughter, shelter, claiming, defending,
protect, damsel in distress, free book, free, permafree, hospital, doctor, drama,
action and adventure, action romance, Texas, Delta Force, Army romance, veteran,
disabled veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, paraplegic, Killeen, Fort Hood,
Navy SEAL, California, San Diego, sailor, prosthetic, veteran, military, Emotional,
HEA, Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn
O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis
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Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris
Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper
Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.

Protecting Caroline: A Navy SEAL Military Romantic Suspense
In this special edition of War Dogs, adapted specifically for a younger audience,
Rebecca Frankel offers a riveting mix of on-the-ground reporting her own hands-on
experiences in the military working dog world, and a look at the science of dogs’
special abilities—from their amazing noses and powerful jaws to their enormous
sensitivity to the emotions of their human companions. Her narrative gives us
insight into the world of dogs in combat and the touching aspect of the relationship
between soldiers and their dogs. Frankel explores the long, rich history of dogs in
the US military, from the spirit-lifting mascots of the Civil War to the dogs still
leading patrols hunting for IEDs today. Frankel not only interviewed handlers who
deployed with dogs in wars from Vietnam to Iraq, but top military commanders, K-9
program managers, combat-trained therapists who brought dogs into war zones as
part of a preemptive measure to stave off PTSD, and veterinary technicians
stationed in Bagram. She makes a passionate case for maintaining a robust wardog force. In this YA edition, Rebecca Frankel gives further insight into her work as
a journalist and how it led her to explore the world of dogs and their handlers. With
a compelling cast of humans and animals, this moving book is a must read for all
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dog lovers.

The Making of a Navy SEAL
Chris Beck played high school football. He bought a motorcycle, much to his
mother's dismay, at age 17. He grew up to become a U.S. Navy SEAL, serving our
country for twenty years on thirteen deployments, including seven combat
deployments, and ultimately earned a Purple Heart and the Bronze Star. To
everyone who saw him, he was a hero. A warrior. A man. But underneath his burly
beard, Chris had a secret, one that had been buried deep inside his heart since he
was a little boy-one as hidden as the panty hose in the back of his drawer. He was
transgender, and the woman inside needed to get out. This is the journey of a girl
in a man's body and her road to self-actualization as a woman amidst the PTSD of
war, family rejection and our society's strict gender rules and perceptions. It is
about a fight to be free inside one's own body, a fight that requires the strength of
a Warrior Princess. Kristin's story of boy to woman explores the tangled emotions
of the transgender experience and opens up a new dialogue about being male or
female: Is gender merely between your legs or is it something much bigger?

Uncommon Type
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Learn how to train your dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers.
This manual is the Department of Defense’s principle source of information on
care, conditioning, and training of our nation’s Military Working Dogs – such as
“Cairo,” the canine who served in the raid that killed Bin Laden. From basics, such
as “HEEL” and “STAY” to negotiating obstacle courses, to tracking, searching, and
even attacking . . . this manual shows readers how our military trains their dogs to
be the best trained canines in the world. Contents include: * Veterinary Training
Priorities * Principles of Conditioning and Behavior Modification * Patrol Dog
Training * Clear Signals Training Method * Deferred Final Response * Detector Dog
Training Validation * The Military Working Dog (WMD Program) * Facilities and
Equipment * And more…
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